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When three biologists published a
critique this past summer of the federal Fisheries Department's use ofscience, they hardly suspected the
firestorm of controversy they were
about to set off.
Yesterday, those biologists testified
on Parliament Hill before the Commons fisheries committee.
Jeffrey Hutchings, Carl WaIters ~u
Richard Haedrich published an article
in the June issue of the CanadianJo\lrnal of Fishery and Aquatic Science.
I They wrote that science was misused
I and distorted by bureaucrats in the
Department of Fisheries and Oceans.
The results, they wrote, have been
calamitous, including the collapse of
cod stocks off the Atlantic coast.
The committee has taken up the issue, partly inspired by the chorus of
denunciations of DFO by scientists
who spoke out in the aftermath of the
article's publication.
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Dan Conlin, the museum's curator
of marine history, said the explosion
transported the dark side of the First
World War to a city with a long military history.
"Halifax has the most strategic port
in the North Atlantic. It always booms
in wartime, usually at little cost to itself, aside from some rowdiness in the
streets," he said. "On Dec. 6, 1917,Halifax paid the price of being a big military port for 200 years. It's a reminder
that war can affect civilians far away."
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Mr. Hutchings, a professor ofbio1ogy at Dalhousie University, said bureaucrats and ministers who have to
make quick decisions often ignore The
uncertainties and differences of oplnion within science. There is, for ex3inpIe, great uncertainty in estimates of
the size of a given fish stock -an uncertainty that must be clearly'acknowledged, he said, if quotas ar~ to
err on the side of caution. These uncertainties are seldom specified once
a minister has announced a quota.
"Why?" Mr. Hutchings asked. "Because whenever a minister of the
Crown renders a decision, employees
I cannot
ister." be seen to embarrass the min"

million, the city was rebuilt.
A scientist who identifies thebioOne neighbourhood of stone houses logical risks associated with a decision
that rose out of the ruins has come to is seen as embarrassing the minister,
be seen as a model of progressive ursomething that is "simply not alban development.
lowed," Mr. Hutchings said. His soluAt the museum, there is a display
tion is the creation of a fisheries recase devoted to the Swetnam family,
source management committee that
featuring a large cut-out picture of the I would report the risks associated With
two children a few years before the ex- decisions on managing fish stocks:'
plosion.
The committee -including
scienThere is a hand-stitched green cor- tists from DFO, from universities, 'and
duroy dress Dorothy wore the mornfrom international government laboing of the explosion and a letter writratories -would
have full acces~ to
ten by Carman to his aunt three weeks DFO data. The committee's reports
before he died: "I'm getting along would be communicated to the puDlic
great at school," he wrote. "I can spell by an independent body -perh.aps
recommendation and other big words I the auditor general. Mr. Hutchings'allike that."
so suggested that the government give
Mrs. Hare fmds that as she gets old., more money to fisheries resear~h in
er, she thinks more about the loss of universities. As well, staff should'be
her mother and brother, which as a moved from Ottawa to the regions to
small child she related in one letter to better focus on local fISheries issues.
a relative with a blunt "Oh, I forgot.
Mr. WaIters, a professor of fisheries
Mummy and Carman are dead."
and zoology at the University' of
On Saturday,at 9:05 a.m. -the exact British Columbia, agreed with"Mr.
time of the explosion -she will join
Hutchings about the risks for scl~nother survivors and members of the tists who criticize their bureaucratic
public in a moment of silence at a bell masters.
tower erected in memory of the explo"There is an enormous potential casion.
reer loss for those who speak out," he
"I don't think I could ignore it," Mrs. said. "you may be called a radical or a
Hare said. "It's a big part of my life, a maverick, and your career advari~eturning point."
ment may be affected."
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